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Offset

What can I do as an interested company?
The aim of offsets is to strengthen the Swiss security-related technology and industrial base by means of additional expertise and improved market access. This in turn promotes Swiss security and autonomy.

With the procurement of the new fighter aircraft and the new extended-range ground-based air defence system, the foreign manufacturers undertake to settle offset transactions in Switzerland.

The foreign manufacturers can choose their Swiss business partners freely. Specifications exist regarding the amount of the obligation, the economic sectors and the regional distribution.

Interested Swiss companies can contact the manufacturers directly. Information on settling offset transactions can be found on the Internet (QR code).

Offset transactions do not require any registration, approval or any affiliation with an association on the part of the interested companies.

Offset transactions can be initiated even before procurement contracts have been signed.

armasuisse reports regularly on the status of the open offset obligation in the Offset Register on the Internet (QR code).

Contacts

Interested Swiss supplier candidates can find more information on settling offset transactions on the website of the providers Lockheed Martin and Raytheon.

In addition, the Offset Office Bern (OBB), is happy to answer any questions and can be reached at the phone number +41 58 464 70 38.

More information: www.vbs.ch/air2030